Jewellery Care
How to look after your Diamonfire jewellery properly.

The Secret of Brilliance
Perfect clarity and incomparable brilliance.
Discover the only true alternative
to the genuine diamond.
Discover Diamonfire.

The Secret
of Brilliance
All Diamonfire stones with 57 facets
like a genuine diamond
strictly within the tolerances and specified in carats

All Diamonfire zirconia stones with
brand logo laserengraved
In sizes of 1 mm and upwards all Diamonfire stones are laserengraved
with the Diamonfire brand logo. Therefore the Diamonfire zirconia is:

„The finest simulated diamond in the world.“

925/- PREMIUM SILVER with
high-quality three-layer plating
of palladium, platinum and rhodium. ensures long-lasting tarnishing
protection

Individual certificate with forgery-proof print finishing
verifies the quality of the inset stones

Exclusive silk packaging
velvet-lined silk packaging

Each piece
is a true
„Handicraft“
Your piece of Diamonfire jewellery is a special item of careful and
detailed handicraft and not a machine-made product.
For this reason, we would like to point out that it is not impossible
for the stone to come loose from its setting after a while. After all,
the stones were set by people by hand, and not by machines.
On the other hand, this is an important added value for pieces of
Diamonfire jewellery: they are finished with love and attention to
detail and each piece has a personal touch.
Besides the special quality of the stones used, each piece of
Diamonfire jewellery has a high quality surface finish (three-layer
plating) of rhodium, palladium and platinum.
This lends 925 sterling silver the incomparable splendour of
18-carat white gold. Moreover, the three-layer plating provides
long lasting protection against tarnishing.
In order to prevent signs of wear over time and to keep your favourite items of Diamonfire jewellery in good condition, we offer
some care and storage tips here.

PRECAUTION
Your Diamonfire jewellery should not come into contact with cosmetics such as make-up, sun cream, powder, perfumes, deodorants or hairspray, etc., as these can dull the jewellery and the
surface. The contents of the cosmetics can cause discoloration
or tarnishing.
•
You should take off your Diamonfire jewellery when showering,
doing housework and gardening.
•
Avoid contact with acids, salts or corrosive liquids. Sweat or taking certain medicines can also lead to discolouration of your jewellery.
•
For the same reason, avoid wearing your jewellery during sports.
The use of certain sports equipment can lead to impact scratches
and scuffs. Such damage is usually irreparable.
•
Don‘t forget to take off your Diamonfire jewellery when swimming,
because chlorine and salt water can cause the jewellery to lose
its brilliance. Jewellery should also not be worn when using sun
baths or saunas.
•
Exceptional care is advised for pearl necklaces, as the thread can
get wet and will no longer dry properly. This often results in the
pearls rotting from the inside.

STORAGE
The best way to preserve jewellery is in a casket with a soft lining
and as many dividers as possible.
•
If possible, keep your jewellery in air-tight containers or small plastic bags. Don’t store your jewellery in damp places, for example,
in the bathroom. (Add additional pieces of aluminium foil or school
chalk, which should help your jewellery retain its brilliance).
•
You can also lay special anti-tarnish cloths on your jewellery (silver
anti tarnish strips).
•
If possible, store each piece of jewellery separately from one another to avoid friction that can cause scratches or surface damage.
•
Keep your jewellery in a specially designated place. Please make
sure that your jewellery is not exposed to movement, abrasion
or shocks. You should therefore not keep your jewellery in your
wallet or purse.
•
Ideal surfaces are soft fabrics such as velvet, fleece, satin or similar. It is important that jewellery not be kept on any hard or rough
surfaces, as these can leave scratches.

CARE
Cleaning silver or gold-plated jewellery
The best way to remove sweat and fine dirt particles is with a soft,
lint-free cloth. For stubborn stains, you can additionally use warm
water. In any case, jewellery should not come into contact with
chemicals.
•
Rhinestones and pearls should never be submerged in water,
and fashion jewellery should never be used in silver baths or any
other cleaning baths. Make sure that you clean the jewellery individually and don’t use strong cleaning products or solvents under
any circumstances.
•
Pearls are made from organic material and cannot be cleaned
with soap. Use a soft oilcloth to preserve the lustre of the pearl.
However, be especially cautious when cleaning pearls, as moisture in particular can severely damage the pearls and thread.
•
Don’t use abrasive cleaning products (including jewellery polishing cloths) for plated and gold-plated jewellery, as they can remove the surface-coating.

Other useful tips
Earrings: If the poussettes (closures for your earrings) loosen over
time due to strain, you can tighten them again by gently squeezing their jaws with your thumb and forefinger.
•
Do not clean any jewellery which is damaged. If the surface is
broken or cracked, it could make the damage worse.
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